














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                      
45!He!then!switches!to!mixing!and!switching!‘Kya%kar%paaenge,%ek%dusre%ko%impress,!uh?%So!let’s!
find!out!!Aj%kaun%jaaega%date!pe?’![Will!they!be!able!to!impress!each!other,!uh?!So!let’s!find!out?!
Who!will!go!on!a!date!today?];!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hbOysIorv0![accessed!
23.7.2013]!
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K!–!Patrakaar%banna%chahte%hain?!(You!want!to!become!a!journalist?)!
M!–!Patrakaar?!(Journalist?)![cut.!They!discuss!the!future,!what!to!do!
ahead]!
K!–!Age%barhne%ki%socha?...!Bahut%sare%prastaav%hain…!Chunao%laro,!fashion!
laro,%sundarta%hai%aapke%lie.!(Have!you!thought!about!moving!ahead?...!
There!are!many!offers…!Fight!for!elections,!fight!for!fashion,!you!
have!beauty)!
M!–!Kya%karun,!elections?!Elections,!kis%chiz%ke?!(What!should!I!do,!
elections?!Elections,!of!what?)!
K!–!Sansad%(Parliament)…![M!is!incredulous.!Cut.]!
M!–!Excuse!me,!we!don’t!belong!to!the!class!that!owns!farmhouses!
and…!We!are!all!creative!people.!My!mother’s!an!artist,!my!father’s!
an!architect.!Aisi!lifestyle!nahin%hai.!(We!don’t!have!that!lifestyle)!
K!–!Chalo%chalo%chalo.%Apke%papa%kya,!building!banate%hain?!(Never!mind,!
never!mind.!Does!your!papa!make!buildings?)!
M!–!Architects.!
K!–!Building!banate%hain.!(They!make!buildings)!
M!–!Well,!if!that’s!what!you!call!it.!!
K!–!Karvaenge%kabhi%kaam%unse.!(I’ll!make!him!work!for!me!sometime.)!
!!
!
When!the!programme!cuts!to!her!comments!to!the!camera!on!this!first!
meeting,!it!is!interesting!that!language!is!how!she!chooses!to!express!their!
socio;cultural!differences:!
!
He’s!not!bad,!he’s!a!decent;looking!guy.!Par!jo!apna!munh!kholte!hain!
to!we!can!run!away.!Matlab%ki%kya%bolte%hain%wo%khud%hi%samajh%sakta,%aur%
koi%samajh%nahin%sakta.!(But!as!soon!as!he!opens!his!mouth,!we%can%run%
away.%I!mean,!he’s!the!only!one!who!can!understand!what!he’s!saying,!
no!one!else!can.)!
!
!Though!they!look%compatible!and!inhabit!the!same!metropolitan!youth!
space!of!Delhi,!wear!similar!kinds!of!clothes,!and!embrace!similar!consumer!
aspirations!(fancy!cars,!fancy!restaurants!with!champagne),!their!social!and!
cultural!values!are!very!different!(needless!to!say,!she!finds!him!very!old;
fashioned)!and!the!way!they!speak!and!hear!the!other’s!speech!is!a!precise!
index!of!their!difference.!Though!they!both!understand!each!other!in!either!
Hindi,!English!or!a!mix!of!the!two,!they!have!different!ranges!of!competence.!
When!they!want%to!be!inclusive,!this!combination!of!languages!allow!them!to!
do!so,!but!they!can!equally!use!language!to!underscore!their!differences,!as!
Malvika!does.!It!is!not!only!what!Kash!says!(or!does!not!say),!his!accent!and!
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the!way!he!speaks!immediately!locate!him!in!a!particular!class.!Hinglish!
strives!to!include!but!still!indexes!class!and!cultural!difference.!
Conclusion!
Despite!the!earlier!colonial!history!of!English!and!Hindi!language!mixing!
(Trivedi!2011),!English!and!Hindi!language!ideologies!in!post;colonial!India!
both!resisted!and!snubbed!mixing.!Yet!in!the!last!two!decades!ideas!of!
language!purity!have!lost!ground,!and!both!Indian!English!and!Hinglish,!
whether!with!a!Hindi!or!an!English!matrix,!have!acquired!public!recognition!
and!become!symbols!of!the!new!upwardly;mobile,!ambitious,!and!confident!
India!in!advertising!and!the!media.!Tellingly,!in!public!discourse!both!are!
often!called!Hinglish.!Hinglish!then!covers!a!range!of!phenomena,!from!Hindi!
with!many!English!loanwords,!actual!switching,!English!with!many!Hindi!
words,!and!Indian!English.!And!while!claims!over!rights!and!entitlements!
continue!to!pitch!the!case!for!Hindi!against!English,!a!modicum!of!Hindi;
English!bilingualism!is!part!of!the!everyday!life!and!repertoire!of!a!large!and!
growing!percentage!of!the!population,!even!those!with!a!very!limited!grasp!of!
the!English!language.!
Yet!triumphalistic!calls!for!Hinglish!as!the!language!of!the!future!and!
as!a!unifying!force!not!only!downplay!the!limits!of!its!social!(and!spatial)!
inclusion!and!the!social!and!class!stratification!that!language!still!indexes,!
they!also!ignore!other!processes!at!work,!such!as!the!parallel!growth!of!Hindi!
as!a!language!of!politics!and!news!and!the!limited!bilingualism!and!language!
shift!that!attend!to!English;medium!education.!For!this!reason!it!is!useful!to!
disaggregate!the!domains!of!language!use!and!investigate!the!extent,!role,!
meaning,!and!acceptance!of!language!mixing,!and!to!note!the!tones!and!
accents!that!accompany!its!use!(unmarked,!marked,!parodic,!informal,!etc.),!
the!role!of!mixing!within!the!particular!speaker’s!linguistic!repertoire,!and!the!
listeners’!reactions.!More!broadly,!it!will!be!necessary!to!study!the!social!reach!
and!variations!of!Hinglish!in!terms!of!speakers’!age,!background,!location,!
and!lifestyle,!and!to!go!beyond!the!ebullient!discussions!in!the!media,!before!
we!can!have!anything!resembling!a!complete!picture.!!
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